CASE IH extends JXT Series tractor range with new
compact models
Case IH launches three new JXT tractor models below 50 hp, extending this easy to use,
reliable and economical tractor line to provide compact solutions to farmers.

St. Valentin, 10 May 2016
The Case IH JXT range offers totally reliable, high performance utility tractors that are real
workhorses and great all rounders. Due to the strong heritage of Case IH tractors, they can be relied
on to provide efficiency, productivity and an excellent return on the customer’s investment.
The JXT Series consists of five models ranging from 35 hp to 75 hp, with the addition of three new
models. The new JX35T, JX40T and JX45T, available in two- or four-wheel-drive, deliver power and
economy in a compact package.
Power and fuel efficiency
The new JXT models feature rugged and reliable 3-cylinder, naturally aspirated engines that offer a
powerful performance with exceptionally low operating costs. The engines on the two smaller models
deliver 35 and 42 hp at 2000 rpm. The biggest of the three, the JX45T, generates 47 hp at 2300 rpm:
this is a true heavyweight in the 45hp segment. The low rpm result in a great performance with
excellent fuel efficiency.
Engineered for high output and economy
The JXT Compact range is available with a choice of 8x2 or 8x8 mechanical transmissions
engineered to deliver high output and feature a new driveline with side shift and inboard epicyclic
rear drive. The transmission housing provides a common reservoir for the transmission oil and
hydraulic system oil.
The JXT tractors feature an independent PTO clutch that is engaged and disengaged with a lever,
resulting in longer clutch life. The ground PTO, whose speed is proportional to the tractor's travel
speed, is capable of powering a wide range of implements with ease and precision also at low
speeds. The Lift-O-Matic™ rear linkage control with height limiter ensures the accurate setting of
implement lift height.
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Outstanding comfort
The wide platform provides ample space for the operator. The ergonomic layout puts the controls
within perfect reach, including the side shift gear lever. The modern and elegant instrument cluster is
easy to read. The single piece front hood offers excellent visibility to the front and makes it easy to
service the tractor. With power steering, the operator will enjoy minimum fatigue on long working
days.
JX45T: a true heavyweight in a compact package
The JX45T delivers a powerful performance in its horsepower segment which, together with its
weight, gives it the means to pull and control bigger loads. The high hydraulic flow results in fast
cycle times on scissor tip trailers. With the independent and ground speed PTO, and the waterproof
transmission, it provides an excellent solution for the harsh conditions rice and palm oil growers face.
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Case IH is the professionals' choice, drawing on more than 170 years of heritage and experience in the agricultural
industry. A powerful range of tractors, combines and balers supported by a global network of highly professional dealers
dedicated to providing our customers with the superior support and performance solutions required to be productive and
effective in the 21st century. More information on Case IH products and services can be found online at
www.caseih.com.

Case IH is a brand of CNH Industrial N.V., a World leader in Capital Goods listed on the New York Stock Exchange
(NYSE: CNHI) and on the Mercato Telematico Azionario of the Borsa Italiana (MI: CNHI). More information about CNH
Industrial can be found online at www.cnhindustrial.com.
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